MOHAMMED   AND    CHAKLBMAGNE
50 pounds of dates.
100 pounds of figs.
100 pounds of almonds.
30 pounds of pistachios.
100 pounds of olives.
50 pounds ofhidrio (a kind of spice).1
150 pounds of chick-peas.
20 pounds of rice.
10 pounds of auro pimento,
20 skins (seoda—skins dressed with oil?).2
10 skins of Cordova leather.
50 quires of papyrus.
Of course, all these goods—the oil, for example—were not
spices imported from the East. But the majority were. And the
document enables us to draw various conclusions. First, that the
cellar of the fisc was always abundantly furnished with these
spices, since the permission granted to the monks docs not specify
any particular date: they could go to the cellar when they wished.
Again, we can hardly suppose that this document records an
instance of generosity by which only the monastery of Corbie
profited. But even if this were the case, we should still have to
deduce that spices were so generally employed that even a monas-
tery kitchen could not dispense with them.
As a matter of fact, they were in such general use that the king
provided for the consumption, by the m/55i of the monastery at
Fos, of a pound ofgflww, an ounce of pepper, and two ounces of
cummin. Thus even these poor fellows found pepper as necessary
as salt. These prestations to the missi had to be made at every
stopping-place, or perhaps we should say at every posting-house,
going and returning, which amounts to saying that they were
obtainable everywhere.
We shall find similar data recorded in the tmtoria which Marculf
has preserved for us.3 Practically the same spices arc mentioned as
1 ducangb, verbo hidrio.We <jb not find this word elsewhere; perhaps it is
an ^rroneous reading?
a ducangb, sub verbo seoda.	« Formulae* I, II, ed, otumeb, p. 49*
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